Abstract. This paper is based on a self-designed intelligent cervical traction rehabilitation robot. In order to control the flexibility of the rope, as well as the precision of the rope traction force and the angle of the flexion and extension movement of the cervical spine, a force/position hybrid control method is adopted in this paper. In order to solve the dynamic precision of the traction force and improve the stability and robustness of the system, the force/position control force controller and the position controller are selected by the fuzzy sliding mode control. The combination of fuzzy control and sliding mode control improves the accuracy and attenuate chattering. Experimental verification shows that the accuracy requirement and tractive force compliance control can be achieved.
Introduction
This paper is based on the design of an intelligent cervical vertebra traction rehabilitation robot. In the sagittal plane of the robot, the AC servo motor is used to drive the rope to pull the cervical vertebra, and the electric push rod drives the pulley to change the length of the rope, and the flexion and extension movement of the cervical spine is realized. The rope is driven, and the patient's safety is ensured. There are no two injuries, so the traction force should be controlled by compliance [1] . The force/position control is through force controller and position controller to realize compliance control [2] . Both force controller and position controller choose fuzzy sliding mode control to realize the positioning precision of the angle and the steady precision of traction force [3, 4] , and when the angle of flexion and extension can be changed, the traction force can reach its dynamic precision [5] .
Research on Control Strategy

Control Strategy Targets based on Design Requirements
To achieve high accuracy in design, and to meet the medical requirements of traction, it is organized into the following three points:
(1) The positioning accuracy of the flexion and extension angle is 0.1 degrees; (2) The steady-state accuracy of traction is 1N, and the dynamic accuracy is 1.5N; (3) There is no overshoot phenomenon in the rising stage of traction, and the force changes softly without step phenomenon.
Hybrid Force / Position Control based on Fuzzy Sliding Mode
The core idea of the force position hybrid control method is to control the position and force directly by different control strategies. In other words, the position control and the force control direction of the current contact point are determined by the selection matrix, then the force feedback information and the position feedback information are used to control the position loop and the force ring respectively. Finally, the constraints are limited. In motion, force and position are simultaneously controlled and compliant control is realized. And rope traction needs to be compliant control, so choose force position hybrid control.
Sliding mode variable structure control is essentially feedforward plus feedback control. The feedforward part is used to compensate the dynamic characteristics of the system, while the feedback part adjusts the output value according to the deviation, so that the control system tracks the set target value. The biggest advantage of this control algorithm is that it is insensitive to changes in system parameters, strong resistance to external disturbances and strong robustness.
The sliding mode variable structure control includes two parts: one is how to make the system move from the state space to the sliding mode hypersurface, and the other is to make the system sliding along the sliding mode to the state space origin after the system reaches the sliding surface.
Because the working frequency of the traction motion of the robot is not high, but considering the safety of the patient, it is still impossible to ignore the shaking caused by buffeting, so it is necessary to suppress the buffeting problem. This paper chooses adaptive fuzzy sliding mode control for the sake of this problem.
The Establishment of Equivalent Control. The dynamic equation of the robot is:
Among them, X , X and X represent the position of the end of the rope; ( )
represents external interference and unmodeled dynamics.
Transform the Eq. 1 to:
,The upper form can be simply written as:
∆ to express the uncertainty of the model, the Eq. 3 is expressed as:
(4) Each uncertainty in the upper form is defined by its upper and lower bounds. In this paper, we design a sliding mode surface based on the classical form of the deviation space, and the sliding surface function is as follows: 
When the uncertainties and disturbances are zero, if the Eq. 7 is zero, the deviation is zero and the system is stable. In the sliding mode control technology, the control term τ in this case is called equivalent control eq τ . The Eq. 7 is zero and does not take into account uncertainties and disturbances.
The expression of equivalent control of eq τ is as follows:
Equivalent control must be combined with switching control to form a sliding mode control system control rate to ensure that the system remains stable under uncertainties and disturbances. The equivalent control ensures that the system is on the sliding surface of the designed state space, while the switching control ensures the sliding mode of the system.
The total control rate of sliding mode control is synthesized by equivalent control eq τ and switching control sw τ . The expression is as follows:
(9) Establishment of Position Fuzzy Sliding Mode Controller. The control of sliding mode is composed of equivalent control and switching control. The switching function is the cause of buffeting. In traditional sliding mode control, the switching function takes the upper and lower bounds of uncertainties and disturbances as switching conditions. If the upper and lower bounds are small, the stability of the system can be destroyed and the robustness of the control to the system changes can not be guaranteed. If the upper and lower bounds are large, the buffeting will be caused. Therefore, in the study of sliding mode control, the researchers begin to use the method of fuzzy control to convert the switching conditions on both sides of the sliding mode surface to the approach description using fuzzy reasoning. In this way, we can change the approaching speed according to the state of the system close to the sliding mode surface in the state space, so as to reduce or even avoid chattering. In general, sliding mode control using fuzzy controller to control switching functions is a fuzzy sliding mode control (FSMC). To achieve the above functions, a fuzzy controller with two inputs and one output is added before switching function. The block diagram of fuzzy sliding mode control constructed in this way is shown in Figure 1 . A fuzzy controller is added after the switching function, and the output is:
(10) The Eq. 10 is substituted into the Eq. 9, and the sliding mode control rate is: ZO  NM  NB  NB  NB  NM  NS  ZO  PS  NS  NB  NB  NM  NS  ZO  PS  PM  ZO  NB  NM  NS  ZO  PS  PM  PB  PS  NM  NS  ZO  PS  PM  PB  PB  PM  NS  ZO  PS  PM  PB  PB  PB  PB  ZO  PS  PM  PB  PB  PB  PB The control functions of the fuzzy sliding mode controller are as follows:
Force Fuzzy Sliding Mode Controller. According to the above analysis, a fuzzy sliding mode force closed loop control system is established directly here. Figure 2 is the schematic diagram of the force closed-loop control system of the rope. In the diagram, d
F is the desired traction force, and F is the pull on the actual rope obtained by the torque sensor. The force fuzzy sliding mode controller is constructed by the pull switching function and the force fuzzy controller. From the fuzzy sliding mode control research on the above position, we can conclude that the fuzzy control can adjust the size of the control variable u and ensure that the reachability condition of the sliding mode variable structure 0 < 
The setting of the fuzzy controller is the same as above, but the fuzzy rule table is the new rule shown in Table 2 . The fuzzy sliding mode controller is designed to improve the robustness and precision of the traction force by using the fuzzy sliding mode control by using the desired position and expectation of the input and the flexibility characteristics of the force position mixed control. From the graph, we can see that the total control rate of force and position of fuzzy sliding mode is:
Experimental Verification
The designed intelligent cervical vertebra traction robot is used to control the strategy experiment and control the servo motor and the electric putter to carry out the desired movement and the force traction. The process of the experiment is to carry out the constant force traction of the servo motor 100N for 35 seconds, than start the electric push rod, the electric push rod pushes the rope, making the angle of the flexion and extension from zero to 20 degree. The force on the ropes during the movement of the electric putter is kept within the range of its dynamic accuracy. The results of the experiment are shown in Figure 4 . 
Summary
By observing the experimental data, it can be concluded that the force/position hybrid control based on fuzzy sliding mode can not only guarantee the steady state precision of the traction force, the positioning accuracy of the flexion and extension angle, but also guarantee the high stability and dynamic precision of the traction force when the flexion and extension angle changes, and the target can be reached.
